
1 Sturdy Construction
with the solid stainless steel material is neither overlapped or spot welded.  
The double-wall insulation is standard for safety and resilience - the stainless steel will not discolor or turn blue from heat.

2 Temperature Gauge
is easy-to-read and built-in to help manage and monitor grill temperatures when the canopy is closed.  
Extended prong gauges temperature accurately.

3 Exclusive Handle
for all Cal Flame barbecue grills - a single-piece solid stainless steel curved high-polished design.

4 Internal Grill Lights
for barbecuing from twilight into the night. Flip the switch to turn on the 2 convenient grill lights.

5 Exclusive Warming Rack Locking Tabs
hold the Warming Rack in the up position when the Rotisserie is in use.   
Disengage the locking tabs to hold the Warming Rack in a choice of 2 positions.

6 12V Rotisserie Motor
turns the Rotissserie Bar continuously for even cooking

7 Rotisserie Bar
spans the full-width of the grill and holds up to 35 lbs of meat or poultry.

8 Rotisserie Power Source Hook-Up
is available on the left and right of the grill.  
Turn a roast perfectly in front of a 15,000 BTU infrared back burner for full-bodied flavor.

9 Exclusive Convection Grill
for up to 30% faster grilling with 20% less fuel. 75,000 BTU and a powerful and exclusive 110V convection fan  
uniformly circulates heat when the grill is closed.  Heat distributes evenly for efficient grilling time and improved  
grilling results – no more hot spots!

10 Exclusive V-Shaped Cooking Grates
are uniquely shaped to prevent smaller food items from falling through.   
Solid stainless steel construction is dishwasher safe.

11 Vast Grilling Surface Area
25% more cooking surface for ample amount of space for meats, poultry, fish and vegetables.

12 Heavy Duty Solid-Cast Stainless Steel Burners
are under each cooking grate and are designed with independent igniters and emit 15000 BTU each.  

13 Cast Stainless Steel Burner Control Knobs
are part of a truly impressive ignition system. Cal Flame introduced the market to a knob designed with a significant 
weight and quality feel.  Single-hand operation easily ignites the respective burner.

14 Vented Front Splash Guard
prevents grease build-up on the knobs.

15 Stainless Steel Drip Pan
spans the full width and depth of the grill. Easily remove and rinse.

TOP 15 Reasons to Invest in a Cal Flame Grill


